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What a good US jobs report will mean for
markets
Employment growth in the States is softening, but this is more to do
with a lack of workers with the right skills to fill vacancies rather than
any meaningful downturn in demand. Given the positive implications
for wages, we believe the risks are skewed towards more modest Fed
policy loosening than the market expects

A Donald Trump
supporter at a
presidential rally in
Michigan

170k June non-farm payrolls growth
ING Forecast, 164k consensus

Job growth capped by supply, not demand
The US jobs report is out on Friday and it's set to be a good one. That said, payrolls growth has
undoubtedly slowed this year with the 6M moving average currently at a 17 month low of
174,500. The government shutdown probably played its part, restricting employment growth for
both federal workers and government contractors, while more recently anxiousness over the US-
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China trade tensions may also have tempered hiring plans to some extent. However, most labour
market data releases continue to suggest demand for workers remains very firm.

For example, the ISM manufacturing employment index rose to 54.5 in June - a three month high
with the index back above its 6M moving average. Then there is the National Federation of
Independent Businesses survey which reported that 21% of members “plan to hire” new workers –
a five-month high. So even with the negative headlines surrounding trade, US businesses still seem
in a strong position with a clear appetite to find workers.

Payrolls growth is slowing

Source: Macrobond, ING

Instead, the slowdown in hiring appears to be more due to the lack of suitable workers to fill those
vacancies. The latest Federal Reserve Beige Book, published just ahead of the June FOMC meeting,
suggested that “stronger employment growth continued to be constrained by tight labor markets,
with Districts citing shortages of both high- and low-skill workers.” Meanwhile, the NFIB survey
suggested 38% of firms could not fill the vacancies they currently have, primarily because there
aren’t available workers with the right skill sets.

With the labour force participation rate running at just 62.8%, there is the lingering hope that
some potential workers will re-enter the labour force, especially given the pick-up in wage growth.
However, we've been looking for that for a considerable period, and there is little evidence to
suggest it is happening. Therefore while we expect payrolls to rebound from the surprisingly weak
75,000 reading in May, we doubt it will be enough to drag the 6M average meaningfully higher. We
look for payrolls growth of 170,000. The consensus is 164,000 within a range of expectations of
100,000 to 205,000.

Wages set to recover
Like payrolls growth, wages have disappointed a little this year, especially given surveys suggest
that competition for workers continues to heat up. Monthly wage growth has been average a little
over 0.2%MoM year to date, but we look for a month-on-month increase of 0.4% in June to reflect
both the competition for workers, but also the technical point that there were only 20 working
days in June versus 23 in May.

If you are receiving a monthly salary when it is converted into an average hourly wage rate it will
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look substantially higher if there are fewer working days (and therefore fewer working hours) in
the month. We saw an identical move in February (20 working days versus 23 working days in
January) and average hourly earnings growth rose 0.4%MoM, the best monthly growth for the
year so far.

Pay has been slipping back

Source: Bloomberg, ING

Add in the competition for labour, which is bidding up pay and we are more confident than usual in
our above-consensus call for US wage growth. Note the commentary from the Federal Reserve’s
June Beige book – “Competition for workers reportedly applied some wage pressures across a wide
range of occupations and induced improvements in benefits to attract more workers and to
improve retention of existing employees, according to several Districts.”

3.3% Annual wage growth (YoY%)
ING forecast, 3.2% consensus

Unemployment to stay at 50 year lows
The unemployment rate dropped to 3.6% in April and stayed there in May – the lowest level since
December 1969. We expect it to remain there again this month but the balance of risks are more
to the upside than the downside given slowing employment growth and the outside possibility
that higher wage growth may attract some people back to the labour force.

The participation rate has fallen from 63.2% in February to 62.8% currently, which is difficult to
explain fundamentally. It tends to be quite a choppy series so if we do see that move higher once
again it would make a 3.7% unemployment rate look more likely. A higher unemployment rate, for
this reason, would certainly not be a signal we should be concerned. If anything it would be a
perfectly understandable development where employment growth is slowing due to a skills miss-
match, with competition for workers driving up pay, which attracts people who had left the labour
market (early retirement for example), back into the jobs market.
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Participation rate remains weak

Source: Bloomberg, ING

3.6% Unemployment rate
ING forecast, 3.6% consensus

What it could mean for the Federal Reserve
The uncertainty caused by global trade tensions is weighing on US sentiment and activity,
but despite this major headwind to growth the jobs market remains robust. Indeed, outside
of manufacturing the US economy is holding fairly up well with firms clearly still looking to
recruit workers and while continuing to complain of skills shortages. This suggests we should
expect pay growth to grind higher, which will boost real incomes and keep consumer
confidence firm.

The threat from trade will persist despite US-China trade
talks resuming

However, the threat from trade will persist despite US-China trade talks resuming. Indeed,
we suspect there is a strong chance of them breaking down once again given the two sides
remain a long way apart on key issues such as technological transfers, intellectual property
rights and the trade dispute resolution mechanism. A further round of tariff hikes would
contribute to more pronounced economic weakness and softer jobs figures later in the year
and as such we completely understand the Federal Reserve’s inclination to step in with
early precautionary rate cuts to support the economy.

Last week Federal Reserve Chair Jerome Powell repeated his comment “an ounce of
prevention is worth more than a pound of cure” so we look for them to go with a July rate
cut of 25bp to be followed up with a 25bp move in September. The market is pricing in three
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rate cuts this year with a further 25bp cut in early 2020. However, we believe a trade deal
will eventually be signed between China and the US with a little bit of economic pain
bringing the two sides together later this year, allowing President Trump to focus on his
2020 re-election bid.
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